Automated cervical cytology: meta-analyses of the performance of the PAPNET system.
Our objective was to assess current knowledge regarding PAPNET (Neuromedical Systems, Inc.) automated cervical cytology screening methods and to assess the performance of this automated system in comparison with manual screening. To this goal, studies published in the English language regarding the PAPNET system, identified from a MEDLINE search through August 1998 were selected. Performance of the PAPNET system was assessed with various meta-analysis techniques, using the method of Mantel-Haenszel. In the primary screening modality, meta-analysis of the performance of the PAPNET system indicates that when compared with manual screening, the odds of obtaining a positive result were significantly greater. The Mantel-Haenszel odds ratio for combined studies was 1.19 (95 percent CI = 1.13 to 1.26, P < .001), corresponding to 20 percent greater odds of positive or suspicious slides with PAPNET system. The PAPNET system performs with almost two-fold less false-negative results. The Mantel-Haenszel odds ratio for combined studies was 0.41 (95 percent CI = 0.25 to 0.67, P < .005). Applied as a quality control modality rescreening all consecutive previously manually screened negative slides, depending on study design, the PAPNET system reclassified as abnormal between 0.1 and 5 percent. However, when the PAPNET system was used to rescreen known false-negative slides, PAPNET system rescreening can correctly identify between 20 and 90 percent of manually screened false-negative slides with an average reduction of 33 percent of the manually screened false-negative slides. We conclude that compared with manual screening, PAPNET identifies 20 percent more abnormal, has two-fold less false-negative, and reclassifies as abnormal one third of manually screened false-negative slides. Obstetricians & Gynecologists, Family Physicians. After completion of this article, the reader will be able to understand how the PAPNET system works and what is its approved use by the FDA, and to understand the associated benefits and shortcomings of the PAPNET system when compared with the traditional screening method.